Lessons for the week of May 18
Monday-Tuesday
End of Year and Father’s Day:
My Family Worksheet: Have your child draw a picture of their family.
Review Letters, Numbers and Shapes Jar: Have your child pick a piece of paper out of the jar
and have them identify the upper-case letter, lower-case letter, shape or number that is on the
card.
Art/Fine Motor: Father’s Day Project: Using a large white paper plate with a red marker, draw
the stiches of a baseball on each side of the plate. Write on the top half “Daddy’s Biggest Fan”
and at the very bottom “Happy Father’s Day”. Paint your child’s hands with paint and stamp In
the middle of the baseball.
Large Motor: Sidewalk Chalk- Go outside and practice writing letters, numbers, shapes and
names with your sidewalk chalk.
My Big World: My Big World- Splish Splash Summer
Read Book: Just Me and My Dad

Wednesday
Review all letters, numbers, shapes and colors
Father’s Day Card worksheet: Kids color and sign name on the inside of card.
Art: Spring Flowers- Using different colored cupcake holders, glue on to white paper and have
your child draw green stems and leaves. Let them add a sun, grass, birds, clouds, etc.
Fine motor activity: Paper-Flower Sequence- Have your child color, cut and glue in correct
order.
Large Motor Activity: Paint with water- Go outside and give your child a bucket and a painter’s
paintbrush. Have them paint with water letters, numbers, shapes or whatever they want.
Read: The Night Before Summer Vacation

Thursday-Friday
Despite the fact that we will not be together to celebrate the end of the year, we encourage
you to have a picnic outside together and talk about their favorite things they did in preschool
this year!

The teachers would like to thank you for all your support this school year. This is not how we
wanted to end the year. We will miss everyone and encourage you to keep in contact through
our private Facebook page. Have a wonderful and safe summer!! Thank you for a great year!

